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Have a great rest of your day!

move-in date and time that corresponds to that pre-approved early arrival date. Note that if you are a part of a program with pre-approved early arrival, you will be able to select a

about your move-in schedule with anyone who may be accompanying you when you come to

We strongly encourage you to take your time selecting your move-in date and time. Also talk

out our

more information about our fall 2022 Move-in, including move-in dates and what to pack, check

Beginning today, you may select your move-in date and time as you look ahead to August. For

Select Your Move-In Date and Time

Stay tuned for more information to come on Room Swap on July 1.

Room Swap: Coming in July

Room Swap involves an individual student indicating an interest in swapping rooms. If a mutual match occurs, we'll swap your housing

Your opportunity to change rooms, if desired, will come later this summer. Throughout all of July, we will tell you (via our email portal) who is a match for you and who is not. You may then decide whether you want to ask your roommate to participate in Room Swap.

Even though you have just received your room assignment, we also know you may want to make changes/adjustments to get into a different building, room type, or even switch roommates.

Room Swap: Coming In July

With questions about your dining plan? Reach out to the GW Dining team at
dining@gwu.edu

As an example, there are some specific buildings and room types that are incredibly popular and are listed at the top of many preference lists. While we wish we could assign
everyone their #1 preference, many times there are not enough

true first preference building/room is not available, rooms then can be assigned based on availability, continuing to factor in building/room and roommate groups and incorporating the other preferences/choices an individual has. If there is no availability based on the initial listed

preferences/settings. A student and their roommate group may be randomly assigned to rooms based on the class year of the roommate group's leader, building availability, and size of the roommate group.

If you and your group were not assigned to one of your most preferred room types, it was because the room type was more popular then the few space that had for space and the random selections aren't in your favor.

Now that you have your assignment for 2022-2023, we realize that some of you may want to try to make changes/adjustments to get into a different building, room type, or even switch roommates.

Now that you know your room assignment, take a moment to view the 3D tours and floor plans for your residence hall.
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Your Move-In Date and Time

Select Your Move-In Date and Time During your housing registration, you also selected your 2022-2023 dining plan. You may view the

your 2022-2023 housing rates

Adapt Your Dining Plan

Room Swap: Coming In July

Room Swap

Room Swap is not able to swap your housing with the room type that you listed as your #1 preference. If there is no availability based on the initial listed

preferences/settings. A student and their roommate group may be randomly assigned to rooms based on the class year of the roommate group's leader, building availability, and size of the roommate group.

If you and your group were not assigned to one of your most preferred room types, it was because the room type was more popular then the few space that had for space and the random selections aren't in your favor.

Now that you have your assignment for 2022-2023, we realize that some of you may want to try to make changes/adjustments to get into a different building, room type, or even switch roommates.

Now that you know your room assignment, take a moment to view the 3D tours and floor plans for your residence hall.
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